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Wo briefly discuss here some Apparently practical approaches to 
separation of Isotopes of elements of technological Interest. Most of 
these techniques Involve the exploitation of the extremely high spectral 
Intensity ("brightness") and extensive frequency tunnbility availohlo 
from stnte-of-thc-art lasers. We consider single examples of cases in 
each of several of the more obvious categories. 

yjjT&yPJ1!)l. I'ilPJ1?^ Rocichipii,, 
Very considerable technological interest attaches to heavy water-

cooled and -moderated nuclear fission reactors for electricity'generation, 
clue to their ability to use natural (non-enriched) uranium as fuel, their 
ability to essentially breed I) from Th , a very abundant fertile 
material, and their relatively low specifi'1: power generation (one to one: 
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and a half orders of magnitude below liquid me Lai -cooled fast breeders), 
which very substantially reduces the likelihood of a catastrophic 
conclusion of a loss-of-cooling accident. 

The current cost of heavy water ($10/11).) results In a capital 
chartje against a typical heavy water power plant of about $10()/kwc capacity, 
or about the same cost as the turbogenerator unit. A substantial reduction 
of such cost would therefore significantly Impact the cost, safety and 
long term prospects of producing electric power from reactors, for heavy 
water reactors are even now economically competitive with enriched uranium-
fuelled, light water-cooled and -moderated reactors. 

Our studies of techniques employing radiant, energy for the 
extraction of deuterium from water are motivated by the obvious desirability 
of substantially reducing the total cost of heavy water. Finplmsls ha', been 
placed on energy- and equlpment-officleul, non-labor-intensive tochni'iuos, 
for It is necessary to produce a substantial reduction in cost below the 
present one of ^ $1.7r>/iiio1o of l ) ? . 

He have therefore given considerable attention to methods which can 
separate deuterium via the use of Incoherent photons, e.g. from a thermal 
source. This is simply because one. can afford to spend only * 1 l'.ev per 
atom of deuterium separated in order to keep the energy cost of heavy water 
production £ $5/lb. But, since it 1s presently possible to generate lighly 
monochromatic, frequency-tunable photons in the ov range with an eneigy 
efricieney of only ."?, 1'/, the overall quantum orrii iem.y of photon utilisation 
to produce recoverable deuterium must be »"', ?!>'/. 
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One such Incoherent source-utilizing method is based on extensive 
studios by P.uckley and Whittle''2, and Involves the kotopkally 
selective pi 10tohn 1 oyonoLion (e.g.' photohrominatkm) of a vibrationally 
excited molecule such as methanol. The well-known work of Mayer, el; a T 
on the IIP 'Iuser-Induced reaction of brow!no with methanol In the vipor 
phase, with no reaction of the dctitoro'nrlliflnol also present, was based on 
such concepts. The laser light employed selectively excited the 0 II bonds, 
drastically accelerating the reactivity with respect to fo>g, while the 
0-D bonds remained Inert to attack by (hy 

Ho have studied the analogous situation, In which the ()»0 bends 
are selectively vibrational 1y excited and thereby Induced to reac-i imich 
more rapidly with bromine molecules. Keeping the requirements of ultimate 
practicality In mind, we of course elect to chemically react only the 
deuterium-hearing molecules (leaving the protlinn-bea -ing ones to be 
recycled through a water stream, there to isotopkally requll llnale). 
Also, wo have employed Incoherent radiation from a therm.il source, spectrally 
narrowed to about 351 by use of an high efficiency "V'-type Interference 
filter. The use of such means of spectral purification allows the unweided 
photons to be reflected had; onto their black-body source (e.g. heatml 
graphite), and their energy thus eventually recycled into photons of the 
desired frequency; souree energy efficiencies for pin-Urns of the required 
frequencies and spectral purity throughout the chemical infrared of £ JKi;l 
appear attainable by such techniques. 

Our preliminary spoctrophntomctrlc and mass sprdroscopk w-asuiTweiits 
of the bios in bromine reactivity of vlbraHowilly es'-lttv.l pwlhaiiMl and 
tleutero-methanol, relative to the unexr.lted species, indicate thai, ono-sltp 
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1soiop1c enrichments of > 100-fold have been attained, nntt, furthermore, 
with (spectrally narrow) quantum efficiencies of ^ 3%, at pressures of 
"V" 0.1 atmosphere. We are presently extending those mcMsuroiitents to 
regimes of more practical Interest, e.g. CUgQI) mole fractions of % 0.17, 
and higher pressures, as well as elucidating the competing mechanisms of 
this relatively complex system. 

However, even at the present juncture, 1§otop1ea11y selective, energy* 
efficient Incoherent source excitation of molecules hearing different 
Isotopes of the lightest elements, and subsequent preferential chemical 
reaction of the excited species, seems likely to become a valuable 
technique for Isolating nuclei,e.g. 11 , tt in relatively very practical 
fashions. 

Ex_cUat;jon Into j'r od 1ss oc i at 1 on, I'lectr on,11• Stales 
Yiieng and Moore have studied the Isolopleally selective photo-

dissocial Ion or llgCO and ILCH, hy exciting such m ileeult". into pwllssorlat Ion 
states In the iiear-UV 1n an Isotopically srleethv fashion with guile 
monochromatic light. This system Is a classic example of I ho photo-
pmlissoeiatlon technique; Inasmuch as 1t has the same practical significance 
as the one;, just, discussed, we are studying possible variations on It In 
soitn deb>1l. 

The preferential decomposition of M̂ f'.d, relative to tt^CO, is of 
essentially no ImmecHale practical Interest, as vlileally all tlie d"iil.orium 
In natural rommldehydo Is present as lllif.;(), lorlimalely, quanta! ively 
similar Isnloplc selectivity phew-WiM m n observed In the phot.odl: soclf.l Inn 

t * 
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of this moloculc. The quantum efficiency of the photodissociation 
process In IIDCO 1s observed to vary between *> 0.3 arid 0.9, with corres
ponding variations In prodlssociatlon state lifetime of microsecond's to 
picoseconds (of Importance for excitation exchange rote considerations), 
as the excitation wavelength 1s shifted further Into the near-Uv.0 

The narrowness of the Isotoplc hyporrine structure on the linos In 
the prodissoelatlon band of formaldehyde strongly suggests the use of o 
rather muriochroniatle laser system source for the required photons. This 
suggestion Is reinforced somewhat by the fact that the peal; photoabsorptlon 
cross-sections are only 'o 3 x 10 cm , Implying 10 - 10 cm palhlonglhs 
for HDCO absorption 1n formaldehyde of natural isotoplc composite i at 
the & 0.1 atmosphere pressures desirable to avoid loss of selectivity 
through pressure broadening of the Isotopic hypurfine structure. 

rortunnloly, the relevant portion;, of the photon frequency 
spectrum are accessible to highly efficient (£ !W.) frequency-mixing am' 
-doubling technique'., combined with moderate (̂  T/') efficiency (iiionnehro-
inatkally) \v.t\ dye lasers, so that the energy costs of IIDCO photodlssoelatlon 
appear tolerable. 'Ihe economy and durability of the i'equ1 red laser 
system are more 1n doubt, and are presently under stu ly at our Laboratory. 

Of course, formaldehyde Is not unique In Its ph'itodlssoclotlon 
properties, even w M h respect to Improved means of deuterium production. 
I'hol.odlssodal,ion of any material that rapidly Isotopieelly exchanges wiih 
water, ye! may be fairly readily separated from It, 1s an equally suitable 
approach for heavy water production. 
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If an atom or molecule may bo rad1a''.ivoly excited Into an electronic 
state vdilcli decays to a relatively motnstublo level some mm-negligiblc 
fraction of the time, the potentiality exists to conduct Isotopkally 
selective chemical reactions with the generally much more reactive 
metastablo species, by exposing 1t to a sufficiently low pressure vapor 
of one or more appropriate! materials that llm Isotonic hyper Fine structure 
of the exciting transition 1s not hopelessly collision-broadened, and 
separating out the 1sotep1ca'l1y enriched product. 

An outstanding example of such a system Is merciny, of which It has 
long been known that the 6 l\ state (corresponding to a resonant,,PWMh 

transition) decays with considerable'likelihood to the chemically very 
reactive (e.g. with H-,0 and IIC1) 6 3l 1

0 inetar.tnb1o level. 0 Addition of 
clialn-teniiliintlivj radical scavengers (e.g. butadiene) In a low pressure 
mixture of llg and 11 J) Irradiated with highly moiinchromaHc ?H37A rcouanre 
radiation has produced substantial Isotypic enrichment In the product llgO, 

Fortunately, the ?!337A line hyper flir: spectrum 1s rather ivadlly 
resolvable with frequency-doubling of the output of liioiiniJiioiiuitle pulsed 
dye lasers, and we are presently using this technique tit study Ihe 
possibilities for producing highly enrlclrd fractions oF the mercury 

PM Isotopes, In a practical fashion. One sii'di 1r.ot.ope, llg , might IKIVO 

very considerable utility as a neutroiilceliy and tlieriifdyiiamkally apt 
coolant in fission-powered electric power pl.iils for sp^'e applications. 

http://1r.ot.ope
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!M.!\iP.I.° A t: nJ ;.Uld iifl„.p/. S;i n,'ji„o..J'Jipt.W.?. 
An especially simple mid very general isotope separation technique 

Involves th« use of Ilia radiation momentum flux ("pressure") of a 
perpendicularly directed, resonantly Interacting laser beam to (Inflect an 
Isotoplc component out of a colilslonluss well-col Hum tod Atomic or 
molecular beam. 

Essentially (til elements have an Isolopk hyporflno structures on 
most of their resonance lines of total width £ 1 Gila, 't 3 orders of 
magnitude greater thnn the frequency width of frequency-tunable loser 
systems of rather simple construction. It is thus a relatively straight., 
forward matter to tune to the resonance lino component of any Isotope of 
virtually any element, and push the corresponding atom (or molecule) cml 
of a eolHsiouless beam. 

The efficiency of utilization of laser beam on-rgy in this technique 
is of course especially low. Indeed, therm'.dynamically speaking, the 
separation process merely consists of Uim<m;|lily disordering AM initially 
very low entropy photon beam in order to we. M y order an initially 
thoroughly scrambled (high entropy) beam of two or w r e Isotope.; Ih.* 
free energy of the Initial photon ensemble Is essentially totally waited, 
as, for instance, the atomic beaut- sea tiered radiation is simply absorbed 
on the vacuum cli,-ihib"r walls. 

However, as a practical matter, the required photon energy expf ntlknie 
is not excessive, in most instances. It requires no great amount of 
clevenr:ss to design atomic or nnlccular beam, forming apparatus wlins' 
beaiii'foi'mlr,:i oip.-'iis-s, i alien with the costs of (ir"f' Idently) ';: irr. Hn;! 



the Inset" beam (e.g. with state-of-the-art frequency-tunable mono-
chromatic losers) required to deflect such beams, could apparently separate 
Isotopes of most elements for total energy expenses' of the order of 
7. kov/atom or molecule, whore 1 1s the atomic number or the element In 
question. 

Me aro presently studying one such atomic system by this incvMiorl: 
barium. Ba , being an especially magic nucleus, would be expected 1" 
show especially small nuclear volume Isotope shifts as Its neutron IIW' «r 
1s varied, and this Is Indeed the case. The total width of the 1 so topi-, 
hyporflno structure of the Dal 5B37A resonance line , * 0.27 GHz, 1s 
among the smallest of any element known, In the optical spectrum. Having 
resolved the *> 40 Mllz-spacing isotopk hyperfinc structure of this line, 
wo are presently studying the deflection of isotopie components of well-

vcol11mated barium atomic beans by resonance fluoie'.conct' and mar,'; 
spectromotrk techniques. 

This heem deflection technique 1s also of Inierest for separation 
of optical stereoisomer!), whose rhlrallc purity often poses extreur pi'oh ems 
to the organic and biological chemist, neer .Hating synthetic and/or 
purification procedures of great complexity >r tediousness. It 1s quite 
obvious, for Instance, that Irivdlatlon of * beam 'if ni1>i'?d stpreo1r.f"ierr. 
by resonant radiation of the appropriate pn' >H;>ation will result in tin1 

dcriectioii of one stora>isoi;i:.rie compntiel., i ilaMve to the other, efreding 
their sop; ration, as only the eoiipoiK'iil v/lrldi is chirnli ty-malclieu to (l,< 
Inser be^m v.'l'll scatter the Inci'lent 'Ihilil. 
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While this technique! will clearly nnvoi he suitable for the mass 
production of very cheap, pure optically active material (since energy 
coats will he of the order of 10 kev/inolocule separated), 1t appears 
to be « quite general one for the stereolsomerlc purification of 
moderate quantities of any compound which can develop a vapor pressure 
of K 10 Torr before It thermally degrade!,. 

Techniques Involving two photon Ionization of atom1., of an Isetopleally 
specific nature, so as to permit operation of one of a variety of el eel re-
magnetic Ion extraction techniques, are so popular as to require no 
elaboration. Indeed, much could probably bo learned from ronteuvlntii q 
the fact that no reports of experimental success with any variation on this 
basic scheme have yet to appear in the literature. 

The laser radiation-Induced two photon dissociation of amnir ila in an 
Isotopically selective fashion has recently been icporled. Stil sequent 
elieiiikal reactions among the intermediate radicals obscured to seiii*.' er.leni 
the degree of separation attainable under more 1dial circumstances. 

It 1s perhaps worth noting, however, that laser radiation may not 
be needed In soma applications of this bask Idea, even those of a pinct.1r.nl 
nature. As an example, we are presently sledylng the technological < 

feasibility of photodissocintliuj furmnldt li,<>;.' in an Isotopically selective 
•fashion via such an approach. In the partuula.r t.chcme of greatest current 
interest , a doul('i"liim"h"nrii«i molecule in vihratinnally excited in tlr 
clitmhnl Infrared, either by laser red In I. Ion, or by radiant envrtjy ?n»A 

http://pinct.1r.nl
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o spectral1y filtered thermal source of the typo discussed earlier; 
as much as % 3000 cm of energy may be "pre-Tended" onto such a molecule, 

1 - 1 1? 
with "V" 10 cm separation 1n energy from the protlum niinlog. excitation 
of the vihrationally excited molecule Into a high quantum efficiency 
predissoeiatlon level via Irradiation with a similarly Tillered near-UV 
source, such a?, n high pressure mercury lamp, 1s then performed. 

' This 1B a technique of fairly general applicability In the lighter 
elements, and the relatively low cost of the required photons (especially 
1f one excites Into the broad prodlssoeiation levels near the lenient Ion 
continuum)In cases of Interest suggests tint It may have considerable 
technological utility. 

Teller lias proposed a photochemical scheme for tin: separation of 
11 

isotopes of sulphur , which involves as a first • lop ihe previously 
mentioned scheme of Isotoplcally selective vibratunal excitation and 
subsequent Irradiation of gaseous Slv with nonspec. I fit. visible or near-UV 
photons to electronically excite the molecule into or near the dlsso* lotion 
continuum. The resulting Rt'g, being less stable than Sfg, is then photo-
dissociated by the same unspociflc radiation into M ^ , which is elirmieally 
separated from the Sl;

c. Rare sulphur Isotopes might be of very considerable 
value in blol-gicil and medical studies as rouble tracers. 

In this proposal, the 1sotop1ca11y specific vibral ional excel Li>(.ion 
stop is especially useful, as it eHminaies Hie large dalm- Teller 
broadening of the ground stale of the iirilerule, which Inter feres fatally with 

t • 
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slwjle step, Isotoplcnlly selective pbotolwluf I. Ion of chemical or 

physical changes 1n the Moleculej I t alf.o Introduce:, an onset of the 

dissociation continuum of the vibrational 1,y excited r.petlos fit ft relatively 

tiiii'l'i lower energy, due to spatial dlsploeniMil of the vibrational manifold 

of the electronically exeHod state, relative to that of the electronic 

ground state of the molecule. 

The possible ut i l i ty of unusual (e,f|. loiHHoleeulo) two plrolo'i-

Induced, If.otoplcally specific chemical reactions 1n eoMerised phas' • 

for the separation of Isotopes of seme elements should nut he overlo 'ed, 

Conclusion 

We have attempted to very briefly review, vi l l i examples'as 

appropriate, some of the more obvious appi caches to Isotope sopaialion via 

photochemical and photophysieal teehn1(|tir\. He are conMtieitt thai a 

nuinhor of such approaches will bear techiieln'rically valuable frui t In 

the next few years. 
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